Amendment 737
Sandra Pereira, João Ferreira
on behalf of the GUE/NGL Group

Report
Peter Jahr
Common agricultural policy - support for strategic plans to be drawn up by Member States and financed by the EAGF and by the EAFRD (COM(2018)0392 – C8-0248/2018 – 2018/0216(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Recital 1 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission

(1a) One key aim of the common agricultural policy should be to guarantee food security and food sovereignty in the Member States, implying a need, as regards production, for regulation and distribution systems that allow countries and regions to develop their production in a manner that enables them, as far as possible, to meet their needs.

Amendment

Or. pt
(15) In the context of greater market-orientation of the CAP, as outlined by the Communication on ‘The Future of Food and Farming’, market exposure, climate change and associated frequency and severity of extreme weather events, as well as sanitary and phytosanitary crises, may lead to risks of price volatility and increasing pressures on incomes. Thus, although farmers are ultimately responsible for designing their on-farm strategies, a robust framework should be set up to ensure appropriate risk management. To this aim, Member States and farmers may be able to draw on a Union-level platform on risk management for capacity-building in order to provide farmers with adequate financial instruments for investments and access to working capital, training, knowledge transfer and advice. In order to ensure a minimum guaranteed income for farmers affected by extreme weather events, other natural or man-made disasters, including forest fires, diseases and pests, a Union-funded public agricultural insurance, scheme providing a minimum level of protection, shall be established for all farmers in each Member State.

Or. pt
14.10.2020 A8-0200/739

Amendment 739
Sandra Pereira, João Ferreira
on behalf of the GUE/NGL Group

Report A8-0200/2019
Peter Jahr
Common agricultural policy - support for strategic plans to be drawn up by Member States and financed by the EAGF and by the EAFRD (COM(2018)0392 – C8-0248/2018 – 2018/0216(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 6 – paragraph 1 – point a a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission Amendment
(aa) restore public market regulation instruments;

Or. pt
Amendment 740
Sandra Pereira, João Ferreira  
on behalf of the GUE/NGL Group  

Report  
Peter Jahr  
Common agricultural policy - support for strategic plans to be drawn up by Member States  
and financed by the EAGF and by the EAFRD  

Proposal for a regulation  
Article 6 – paragraph 1 – point c a (new)  

Text proposed by the Commission  

- (ca) promote a fair and appropriate  
distribution of added value along the food supply chain, where serious imbalances  
are found, with a view to improving  
producer prices;  

Amendment  

Or. pt
Member States may grant payments to small farmers as defined by Member States by way of a round sum, replacing direct payments under this Section and Section 3 of this Chapter. Member States shall design the corresponding intervention in the CAP Strategic Plan as optional for the farmers.

Member States shall introduce a simplified scheme for small farmers replacing direct payments under this Section and Section 3 of this Chapter. The amount being no less than EUR 2,500 per recipient. Member States shall design the corresponding intervention in the CAP Strategic Plan as optional for the farmers.
Proposal for a regulation
Article 26 – paragraph 3 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission

3a. Member States shall establish non-discriminatory criteria, based on the objective referred to in Article 6(1)(a), for the allocation of redistributive support. Member States shall also be able to set a financial ceiling above which farms shall not be entitled to the redistributive payment.

Amendment

Or. pt
14.10.2020

Amendment 743
Sandra Pereira, João Ferreira
on behalf of the GUE/NGL Group

Report
Peter Jahr
Common agricultural policy - support for strategic plans to be drawn up by Member States and financed by the EAGF and by the EAFRD (COM(2018)0392 – C8-0248/2018 – 2018/0216(COD))

Proposal for a regulation
Article 26 - paragraph 5 a (new)

Text proposed by the Commission

5a. Member States shall ensure that no advantage provided for under this Chapter is granted to farmers found to have divided their holdings with the sole purpose of obtaining redistributive payments. This shall also apply to farmers whose holdings result from that division.

Or. pt